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About this guide

This guide describes how to prepare for, install, configure, and use the IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family
Storage Replication Adapter.

Who should use this guide
This guide is intended for system administrators who are familiar with the VMware vCenter, Site Recovery
Manager, and vSphere platforms, and with the relevant IBM storage systems.

Conventions used in this guide
These notices are used in this guide to highlight key information.

Note: These notices provide important tips, guidance, or advice.

Important: These notices provide information or advice that might help you avoid inconvenient or difficult
situations.

Attention: These notices indicate possible damage to programs, devices, or data. An attention
notice appears before the instruction or situation in which damage can occur.

Related information and publications
You can find additional information and publications related to the IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family
Storage Replication Adapter on the following information sources.

• IBM Docmentation (www.ibm.com/docs/en)
• IBM FlashSystem® A9000 in IBM Docmentation (www.ibm.com/docs/en/flashsystem-a9000)
• IBM FlashSystem A9000R in IBM Docmentation (www.ibm.com/docs/en/flashsystem-a9000r)
• VMware vCenter Site Recovery Manager Documentation (www.vmware.com/support/pubs)
• VMware Support Offerings and Services (www.vmware.com/technical-resources)
• VMware Knowledge Base (kb.vmware.com)
• For SRA deployment with IBM HyperSwap® solution, also refer to the following VMware documents:

– VMware - The Cloud Platform Tech Zone
– Site Recovery Manager and Stretched Storage: Tech Preview of a New Approach® to Active-Active

Data Centers

Getting information, help, and service
If you need help, service, technical assistance, or want more information about IBM products, you can
find various sources to assist you. You can view the following websites to get information about IBM
products and services and to find the latest technical information and support.

• IBM website (ibm.com®)
• IBM Support Portal website (www.ibm.com/support/home)
• IBM Directory of Worldwide Contacts website (www.ibm.com/planetwide)
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Ordering publications
The IBM Publications Center is a worldwide central repository for IBM product publications and marketing
material.

The IBM Publications Center website (www.ibm.com/resources/publications) offers customized search
functions to help you find the publications that you need. Some publications are available for you to view
or download at no charge. You can also order publications. The publications center displays prices in your
local currency.

Sending comments
Your feedback is important in helping to provide the most accurate and highest quality information.

Procedure
To submit any comments about this publication or any other IBM storage product documentation:
• Send your comments by email to ibmdocs@us.ibm.com. Be sure to include the following information:

– Exact publication title and version
– Publication form number (for example, GA32-1234-00)
– Page, table, or illustration numbers that you are commenting on
– A detailed description of any information that should be changed
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Chapter 1. Introduction
The IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family Storage Replication Adapter (SAF SRA, or SRA) is a software add-on
that integrates with the VMware vCenter Site Recovery Manager (SRM) platform and enables site-to-site
failovers together with supported IBM storage systems.

The IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA extends the VMware vCenter Site Recovery Manager
capabilities by allowing it to employ the replication and mirroring features for continuous storage
availability at both the protected site and recovery site.

Using the IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA, VMware administrators can automate the failover of
a supported storage system at the protected (primary) SRM site to a storage system at a recovery
(secondary) SRM site. Immediately upon a failover, the ESX and ESXi servers at the recovery SRM site
start using the replicated datastores on the mirrored volumes of the secondary storage system.

When the primary site is back online, failback from the recovery site to the primary site can be performed
manually or automatically.

IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA can be integrated with IBM HyperSwap solution, as introduced by
the FlashSystem A9000 and A9000R 12.1.0 storage systems. See “IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA
in the IBM HyperSwap solution” on page 3 for details.

Full description of the IBM HyperSwap solution appears in the Product Overview of the IBM FlashSystem
A9000 and A9000R storage systems.

In addition, the SRA is compatible with Multi-site HA/DR solution, as introduced by the IBM FlashSystem
A9000 and A9000R 12.3.0 storage systems. While not actively supporting this function, the SRA is
agnostic to the underlying HA/DR configuration and does not interfere with its operation.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2009, 2021 1



Concept diagram
The following figure illustrates how two supported IBM storage systems are integrated in a typical
VMware SRM disaster recovery solution. The IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA is used on the VMware
vCenter Site Recovery Manager server at both the protected and recovery sites.

Figure 1. IBM storage systems in a typical protection and recovery deployment

Volume-mapping principles
At both the protected and recovery sites, the IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA aims to best achieve
the following configuration goals on the supported IBM storage system, if possible.

• Keep the volume LUN numbers upon failover, and reuse the same ones upon failback.
• Map volumes with the same LUN IDs across all the specific ESXi hosts that are requested for the

failover.
• In more scenarios, map volumes to a cluster that contains all the specific ESXi hosts that are requested

for the failover, rather than mapping to individual hosts.

Note: These configuration goals are attained on a best-effort basis, depending on the specific
configuration scenario at the protected and recovery sites.

The following figure illustrates the volume-mapping principles (attained on a best-effort basis):
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Figure 2. Best-effort volume-mapping principles

For in-depth understanding of how the different IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA operations are
carried out, see “Initiating SRA operations” on page 39.

IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA in the IBM HyperSwap
solution

SRM support for active-active storage scenarios can be leveraged with FlashSystem A9000 and A9000R
HyperSwap.

HyperSwap high availability is based on active-active pairing of storage systems per volume or per
consistency group. Each volume or consistency group pair uses synchronous replication to keep both
systems updated at all times. When certain conditions apply, an automatic and completely transparent
failover is performed, so that the applications experience no downtime. As soon as the actual failure is
recovered, the pair is automatically resynchronized.

As in other high availability solutions, HyperSwap requires a quorum witness component, to avoid
split-brain situations. The IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family HyperSwap Quorum Witness is constantly
monitoring the status of the related storage systems, and, if necessary, acts as a tiebreaker for conflict
resolution.

The HyperSwap solution relies on Asymmetrical Logical Unit Access (ALUA) support to inform the host
about the optimized paths to the storage system, and minimize I/O latency. HyperSwap does not require
an external solution that provides an active-active solution, and no separate licensing.

With HyperSwap support, SRM stretch clustering capabilities can be leveraged with FlashSystem A9000
and A9000R to:

• Provide cross-site non-disruptive mobility of workloads between active-active datacenters.
• Enable multi-site load balancing
• Increase the availability of workloads through partial or complete site and subsystem failures

Full description of the IBM HyperSwap solution appears in the Product Overview of the IBM FlashSystem
A9000 and A9000R storage systems.
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Figure 3. IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA with FlashSystem A9000R systems in IBM HyperSwap solution

See “SRM operation in the IBM HyperSwap solution” on page 44 for details on different SRM and
HyperSwap deployment scenarios.

Compatibility and requirements
For the complete and up-to-date information about the compatibility and requirements of the IBM
Spectrum Accelerate Family Storage Replication Adapter, refer to the latest release notes.

You can find the latest release notes on the IBM Documentation.

Note: Refer to the relevant VMware documentation for information about how to install the compatible
versions of vCenter Server and vSphere Client. You should also refer to the latest installation and
configuration instructions for ESXi servers.

Important: To learn about the requirements for using VMware vCenter Site Recovery Manager (SRM)
at your sites, refer to the Administration Guide that was issued for the SRM version that you are
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using. The guide is available at the VMware vCenter Site Recovery Manager Documentation website
(www.vmware.com/en/Site-Recovery-Manager/index.html).

Before you proceed
Before you proceed to the Preparation chapter, you must have access to a workstation on which your
preferred storage management software is locally installed or accessible via a remote connection.

You can manage the connected storage system using the Hyper-Scale Manager user interface (UI) or CLI
(command-line interface).

Chapter 1. Introduction  5
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Chapter 2. Preparation
Preparation is required depending on your specific site configuration.

Prior to installing and using the IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family Storage Replication Adapter (SRA), the
following verification tasks are required:

• Verifying the mirroring configuration
• Verifying the VMware vCenter SRM installation

To learn about how to prepare your sites from scratch, refer to “Setting up site-to-site mirroring from
scratch” on page 9.

Verifying the mirroring configuration
All storage systems, volumes, and ESXi hosts at both the protected (primary) and recovery (secondary)
sites must be properly connected to their remote counterparts and configured for site mirroring.

Prior to installing and using the IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA, make sure that:

• Your local storage system at the protected site has mirroring connectivity with the target storage system
at the recovery site.

• The name of each storage system is unique in both the protected and recovery sites.
• The Target Name of any remote storage system is identical to the predefined System Name of that

same remote storage system, as Figure 4 on page 7. 

Figure 4. Targets form for FlashSystem A9000/9000R
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Figure 5. Properties information for FlashSystem A9000/9000R
• The storage pools that contain the replicated volumes at both the protected and recovery sites have
sufficient size for creating the snapshots of all replicated volumes concurrently.

• Remote mirroring is defined for all volumes that you intend to protect as part of your Disaster Recovery
Plan (DRP).

• Your protected (primary) volumes are mapped to the protected ESXi hosts.
• The recovery (secondary) volumes remain unmapped.
• Your recovery (secondary) ESXi hosts are defined as storage system hosts at the recovery site.
• Your recovery ESXi host ports are FC-zoned with the storage system at the recovery site, and are visible

by that storage system.

Attention: Confirm with your storage administrator that all the requirements above are met.

Note: To learn how to set up mirroring in a "start from scratch" scenario, refer to “Setting up site-to-site
mirroring from scratch” on page 9.

Verifying the VMware vCenter SRM installation
Before installing the IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family Storage Replication Adapter, make sure that
VMware vCenter Site Recovery Manager is already installed and accessible at the protected (primary)
site, as well as at the recovery (secondary) site.

On the vSphere client application, go to the Home page and check that the Site Recovery icon is
displayed under Solutions and Applications.
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Figure 6. VMware vSphere Client – Site Recovery Manager is installed

Setting up site-to-site mirroring from scratch
This section covers the specific scenario when no previous setup for mirroring has been preformed at your
sites.

The specific scenario of setting up mirroring from scratch includes the following configuration stages:

• “Stage 1: Establish mirroring connection” on page 10
• “Stage 2: Create a storage pool for the protected volumes” on page 13
• “Stage 3: Create a storage pool for the recovery volumes” on page 13
• “Stage 4: Create protected volumes” on page 14
• “Stage 5: Create recovery volumes” on page 14
• “Stage 6: Map protected volumes to protected ESXi hosts” on page 15
• “Stage 7: Define recovery ESXi hosts” on page 17
• “Stage 8: Define mirroring for volumes” on page 19
• “Stage 9: Define consistency groups (optional)” on page 21

Note:

• If your sites are already partially configured for mirroring, perform only the stages or steps that are
relevant to your specific case.

• The following sections provide setup examples from Hyper-Scale Manager UI 5.0. If you are using an
older or a newer management package version, refer to its online help or documentation.
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Stage 1: Establish mirroring connection
Your first task is to determine which of your storage systems should be used as the protected (primary)
system, and which should be used as the recovery (secondary) system.

About this task
Complete the following procedure to define a mirroring connection with the secondary storage system,
using the IBM Hyper-Scale Manager UI.

Important: The target storage system at the remote site must already be up and running, as well as
added to the IBM Hyper-Scale Manager UI before you can set the mirroring connection to it. In addition,
all iSCSI or FC connections to the remote storage system must be operational as well. Confirm with your
storage administrator that the remote storage system is ready for establishing the mirroring connection.

Procedure
1. Select System and Domains Views > System Connectivity.
2. From the Hub, click on Targets.

The list of targets is displayed in the System Connectivity form. If there are no targets connected to
this system, the display will be empty.

3. From the top of the System Connectivity form, click on the plus (+) sign to add a target.

The System Connectivity form is displayed.
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Figure 7. System Connectivity form
4. Add a remote system that is either monitored by management server or unmonitored and define all of

its parameters, including Mirroring/Mobility. Click Apply.
5. Click Define Connectivity to view the Connectivity Patch Panel displaying the defined ports on the

source and target systems. A dotted line between the source and target systems shows that the
connectivity is not yet defined.

6. Click Auto Connect.
The system sees all of the ports on the target and connects the ports. You can switch between the
source and target views on the Connectivity Patch Panel to see the ports and the port status defined on
both.

7. To see a graphical image of the Connectivity Patch Panel and the connections between the ports of the
source and target systems, click on Connectivity Details.
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Figure 8. Connectivity Patch Panel

The auto-detected physical connections (iSCSI or FC) between the two storage systems are displayed
graphically as green arrow lines between the interface connections of both storage systems.

• Make sure that a bi-directional connection is established with the target storage system.
• Fibre Channel (FC) connections can be auto-detected only through proper FC zoning. Confirm with

your storage administrator that FC zoning has been properly set in advance.

8. Click Approve to use the graphically displayed connections.
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Stage 2: Create a storage pool for the protected volumes
In this preparation stage you create a storage pool for the protected volumes.

About this task
After the mirroring between the storage systems is set, create a storage pool for the protected volumes on
the primary storage system.

Procedure
1. Select Pools and Volumes Views > Pools.

The list of pools is displayed. If there are no pools in this system, the display will be empty.
2. From the Hub, click on the plus (+) sign to add a new pool.

The Create Pool form is displayed.

Figure 9. Create Pool form
3. Define the pool name, its size, primary storage system and domain.
4. Click Create.

The storage pool is created.

Stage 3: Create a storage pool for the recovery volumes
In this preparation stage you create a storage pool for the recovery volumes.

Procedure
• Complete the pool creation procedure (see “Stage 2: Create a storage pool for the protected volumes”

on page 13) at the recovery (secondary) site as well. When you do so, you may want to give an identical
name to the storage pool at the recovery site.
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Stage 4: Create protected volumes
In this preparation stage you create protected volumes.

About this task
After the storage pool is created, create the protected volumes on it.

Procedure
1. Select Pools and Volumes Views > Volumes.

The list of volumes is displayed. If there are no volumes in this system, the display will be empty.
2. From the Hub, click on the plus (+) sign to add a new volume.

The Create Volume form is displayed.

Figure 10. Create Volume form
3. Define the volume name, the number of volumes, volume size, primary storage system, its domain and

the pool you created in the previous stage.
4. Click Create.

The volume is created.

Stage 5: Create recovery volumes
In this preparation stage you create recovery volumes.

Procedure
• Complete the volume creation procedure (see: “Stage 4: Create protected volumes” on page 14) at the

recovery (secondary) site as well. When you do so, keep in mind:

– You might want to give identical names to the volumes at the recovery site.
– The volumes at the recovery site must have the same size as the volumes at the protected site.
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Stage 6: Map protected volumes to protected ESXi hosts
In this preparation stage you map protected volumes to protected ESXi hosts.

About this task
After you have created protected volumes, map the volumes to the primary ESXi hosts that are to be
protected by SRM, and then rescan these hosts.

Procedure
1. Select Pools and Volumes Views > Volumes.

The list of volumes is displayed.
2. Select one or more protected volumes to which you want to map a host.

The Volume mini-dashboard is displayed.

Figure 11. Volume mini-dashboard
3. From the Volume mini-dashboard, click the Mapping relation icon to display the empty Volume

Mapping form with the ADD icon.
4. In the Volume Mapping form, click ADD icon to map the volume to an existing host.
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Figure 12. Adding new volume mapping to host

The Host and LUN drop-down lists are displayed in Volume Mapping form.

Figure 13. Adding new volume mapping for a host
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5. In the Volume Mapping form, select a host and a LUN to be mapped, using the respective drop-down
lists.

6. Click the plus sign in the right-hand corner if you want to continue the host mapping.
7. Click Apply to finish the mapping.

Stage 7: Define recovery ESXi hosts
In this preparation stage you define recovery ESXi hosts.

About this task
After mapping the protected volumes to the protected ESXi hosts, you can start defining your recovery
(secondary) ESXi hosts at the recovery site.

Important: The recovery ESXi hosts should be connected over iSCSI or FC to the recovery storage
system. For FC, proper zoning must be predefined.

Procedure
1. Click the New icon on the toolbar at the top and then select Host.

Figure 14. New Host option

The Add Host form is displayed. 
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Figure 15. Add Host form
2. Enter the following host details:

• Name – Define name of the host.
• Type – Select the host type from the drop down list.
• PORTS – Select FC or iSCSI to define the port type. Depending on the selected port type, set the

port address as follows:

– For an FC port – Select the World Wide Port Name (WWPN) of the port from the drop down list.
– For an iSCSI port – Enter the iSCSI Qualified Name (IQN) of the port.

• System – Select the secondary storage system to which you want to attach the host.
• Cluster – If the host is a member of a cluster, select the cluster name from the drop down list.

Otherwise, leave this option blank.
• Domain – Select the storage system domain or domains in which this host should be defined.
• Cluster's Domain – Select the cluster domain or domains in which this host should be defined.

3. Click Apply. The host definition is added to the storage system.
4. Repeat steps 1–3 for each recovery host at the recovery site.

Note: The procedure above is for a single host. If some hosts are part of a cluster, go to Hosts and
Clusters Views > Hosts, hold down the SHIFT key and select these hosts. Then, from the Hub and
click Actions > Clusters > Add/Remove Cluster to add the hosts to the cluster.
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Stage 8: Define mirroring for volumes
In this preparation stage you define mirroring for volumes on IBM storage systems.

About this task
After the recovery hosts are defined as storage system hosts at the recovery site, you can start defining
the volume mirroring. The mirroring direction is from the protected site to the recovery site.

Procedure
1. Select Pools and Volumes Views > Volumes.

The list of volumes is displayed.
2. Select one or more volumes to be mirrored.

The Volume mini-dashboard is displayed.

Figure 16. Volume mini-dashboard
3. From the Volume mini-dashboard, click the Mirror relation icon to display the empty Volume

Mirroring form with the ADD icon.
4. In the Mirroring form, click ADD icon to create mirroring.
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Figure 17. Adding volume mirroring

The full Mirroring form is displayed.

Figure 18. Mirroring form
5. In the Mirroring form, select the destination system, domain, pool, and other relevant mirroring

details.
6. Click Apply to finish the mirroring configuration.
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Stage 9: Define consistency groups (optional)
If your volumes require replication in consistency with each other (for example, when a datastore consists
of more than one volume), create a consistency group for these volumes.

About this task
Define a mirrored consistency group on a storage system, which will contain previously created mirrored
volumes.

Procedure
1. Click the New icon on the toolbar at the top and then select Consistency Group.

Figure 19. New Consistency Group option

The Create Consistency Group form is displayed. 
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Figure 20. Create Consistency Group form
2. Enter the consistency group's name, storage system, domain and select the storage pool on which it

should be created. Then, click Create.
3. Define mirroring for the consistency group (CG) you have created. The mirroring should be of the same

type and characteristics of the mirrored volumes that you intend to add to the group. Then, click
Apply.
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Figure 21. Create Mirror form – for a Consistency Group
4. Select Pools and Volumes Views > Volumes.

The list of volumes is displayed.
5. Select one or more mirrored volumes which you want to add to the mirrored consistency group.
6. From the Hub, select Actions > Consistency Group > Move to a Group.

Figure 22. Moving Mirrored Volumes to a Consistency Group

The mirrored volumes are now part of the mirrored consistency group.
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Chapter 3. Installation
After the required preparation has been performed, you can start the IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family
SRA installation.

This chapter describes:

• “Installing the SRA” on page 25
• “Verifying the SRA installation” on page 27
• “Removing the SRA software” on page 28

Installing the SRA
Use this procedure to install the IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family Storage Replication Adapter.

Before you begin
Do not upgrade Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA while the VMware SRM service is running and there are
pending operations related to the Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA to be updated. Always check VMware
SRM service status, and stop the service if service is active.

About this task
Complete the following procedure on the VMware vCenter SRM server to install the IBM Spectrum
Accelerate Family SRA.

Note: The Storage Replication Adapter 3.2.0 is installed on the Site Recovery Manager (SRM) Virtual
Appliance.

Procedure
1. From the SRM Appliance Management interface, navigate to Storage Replication Adapters tab and

click NEW ADAPTER.
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Figure 23. Installing SAF SRA
2. On the next window, click UPLOAD.

Figure 24. Uploading SRA container image
3. Select and upload locally downloaded SRA container image ibm-xiva9000-sra.3.2.0.tar.gz.

The next window displays the upload status. After the SRA container image is successfully uploaded, a
new window displays the success message.
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Figure 25. Displaying upload status

Figure 26. Displaying success message

What to do next
Verify that the IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA is properly installed, as explained in “Verifying the
SRA installation” on page 27.

Verifying the SRA installation
Verify the IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA installation.

Procedure
1. From the vSphere client application, on the Site Pair tab, navigate to Configure > Array Based

Replication > Storage Replication Adapters page.
2. Click RESCAN ADAPTERS.

Figure 27. Verifying SAF SRA installation
3. Verify that correct version details are displayed for the IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA.
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Removing the SRA software
Remove the IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA from the SRM.

Procedure
1. From the SRM Appliance Management interface, navigate to the Storage Replication Adapters page.
2. Click Overflow menu icon and click Delete.

Figure 28. Deleting SRA from SRM
3. On the next window, select the two check boxes and click DELETE.

The success message is displayed at the lower right area of the window.

Figure 29. Confirming to delete SRA
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Figure 30. SRA removal success message
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Chapter 4. Configuration
SRA configuration file can be updated after the Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA files are uploaded to the
SRM Server and the SRA container is running on the SRM Virtual Appliance.

• “Updating the SRA configuration file” on page 31

Updating the SRA configuration file
There are two methods that are used to update the SRA configuration file settings on an SRM Server.

• “Updating the SRA configuration file from the SRA container volume (preferred method)” on page 31
• “Updating the SRA configuration file from the SRM Appliance Management Interface” on page 31

Updating the SRA configuration file from the SRA container volume
(preferred method)

The preferred method for updating the SRA configuration file on an SRM Server is from the SRA container
volume.

Procedure
To update the SRA configuration file, complete the following steps:
1. From SRM VA server, switch to the SRA configuration volume directory:
/var/lib/docker/volumes/<Docker_Image_ID>-v/_data

2. Verify the path by using the following command:
docker inspect<Container_ID>

3. Update the host export settings from within the SRA configuration file.
The default setting is disabled. To enable this feature:

a. From the IBMSpectrumAccelerateFamily directory, open the sra.settings file.
b. Change the SaveExportInformation flag value from False to True.

Note:

• When the flag is enabled, SRA uses the original Host mapping, configured before the Failover, to
export storage LUNs during the Failback process.

• When the flag is disabled, SRA continues to use the Host list shared by SRM to export storage LUNs.
4. Verify the result by running the following docker command:
docker exec <Container_ID> cat /srm/sra/conf/IBMSpectrumAccelerateFamily/
sra.settings

Updating the SRA configuration file from the SRM Appliance Management
Interface

The SRA configuration file can also be updated from the SRM Appliance Management interface.

Procedure
1. Log in to the VMware SRM Appliance Management Interface.
2. Click Storage Replication Adapters.
3. In the IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA pane, click the Actions button and select Download

configuration archive, as shown in Figure 31 on page 32.
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Figure 31. Downloading the configuration archive
4. Extract and decompress the archive using tar -pzxvf command.

For example:

$ tar -pzxvf ibm-a9000-sra_3_2_0.tar.gz
x ./
x ./sra-configuration-version.txt
x ./IBMSpectrumAccelerateFamily/
x ./IBMSpectrumAccelerateFamily/sra.settings

Important: Do not modify the sra-configuration-version.txt file. SRM uses this file to match
the digest of the current configuration. If the two hashes don’t match, the change is rejected.

5. Update the host export settings from within the SRA configuration file.
The default setting is disabled. To enable this feature:

a. From the IBMSpectrumAccelerateFamily directory, open the sra.settings file.
b. Change the SaveExportInformation flag value from False to True.

Note:

• When the flag is enabled, SRA uses the original Host mapping, configured before the Failover, to
export storage LUNs during the Failback process.

• When the flag is disabled, SRA continues to use the Host list shared by SRM to export storage LUNs.
6. Compress the SRA configuration files as a tar.gz using the tar -pzcvf command.

For example:

$ tar -pzxvf ibm-a9000-sra_3_2_0.tar.gz 
     IBMSpectrumAccelerateFamily sra-configuration-version.txt
a ./IBMSpectrumAccelerateFamily/
a ./IBMSpectrumAccelerateFamily/sra.settings
a ./sra-configuration-version.txt

7. In the IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA pane, click the Actions button and select Upload
configuration archive, as shown in Figure 32 on page 33.
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Figure 32. Uploading the configuration archive
8. Verify the results by running the following docker command:
docker exec <Container_ID> cat /srm/sra/conf/IBMSpectrumAccelerateFamily/
sra.settings
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Chapter 5. Usage
This chapter describes the usage of the IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA together with VMware SRM
for performing dependable Disaster Recovery Planning (DRP) and protecting VMware sites that utilize
supported IBM storage resources.

This includes:

• “Adding a storage system as an Array Manager” on page 35
• “Initiating SRA operations” on page 39
• “Snapshot creation principles” on page 41

Adding a storage system as an Array Manager
After the IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA is installed, you can start adding IBM storage systems
(referred to as array managers) to your protected and recovery sites, as described in the following
procedure.

Procedure
1. From the vSphere client application, navigate to the Site Pair page.
2. From the Site Pair page, navigate to Configure > Array Based Replication > Array Pairs.
3. Click ADD to launch Add Array Pair page.

Figure 33. Adding array manager
4. On Storage replication adapter tab of Add Array Pair page, select a storage replication adapter and

click NEXT.
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Figure 34. Selecting storage replication adapter
5. On Local array manager tab, enter a name for the array manager and fill the following Storage system

connectivity parameters fields. Click NEXT after filling all the fields.

• First management IP address / hostname
• Second management IP address / hostname
• Third management IP address / hostname
• Username
• Password

Note:

• First management IP address / hostname is the primary IP address or hostname for the storage
system.

• Second management IP address / hostname and Third management IP address / hostname are
the two alternative IP addresses.

• Username and Password fields require the administrator user name and password for accessing the
storage system.

Important:

• You must fill all the three fields for adding IP addresses. Fill the primary IP address in the First field.
If there is only one alternative IP address, add that in both the Second and Third alternative address
fields. If there is no alternative IP address, use the primary IP address in all the three fields.
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Figure 35. Filling local array manager fields
6. On Remote array manager tab, enter a name for the array manager and fill the Storage system

connectivity parameters fields, like in previous step. Click NEXT after filling all the fields.

Important: DO NOT select Do not create a remote array manager now check box if you want to
create a remote array manager in this step. If you select this check box, you will be required to create a
remote array manager from the remote SRM.

Figure 36. Filling remote array manager fields
7. On Array pairs tab, select the applicable check boxes to enable the array pairs and click NEXT.
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Figure 37. Selecting array pairs to enable
8. On Ready to complete tab, review the selected settings for array manager and click FINISH.

The next window displays the array pairs.

Figure 38. Reviewing settings
9. Select an array pair to view its devices. If newly replicated devices are not displayed, click DISCOVER

DEVICES.
All the replicated devices for the selected array pair are now displayed on the screen.
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Figure 39. Discovering devices

Initiating SRA operations
The IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA supports different VMware vCenter SRM operations, as detailed
in the following table.

Table 1. IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA operation types

Operation type Description or reference

Add supported IBM storage systems See “Adding a storage system as an Array Manager” on page
35.

Refresh volume information (display
updated information)

See Figure 41 on page 41.

Create protection groups and recovery
plans for storage volumes and
datastores that utilize these volumes.

See Figure 40 on page 41.

Test (failover test) Test the storage replication configuration by creating snapshots
at the recovery site and then mapping these snapshots, in the
following manner:

• In case of synchronous mirroring, the snapshots are created
at the recovery site and are mapped to the ESXi host or hosts.

• In case of asynchronous mirroring, the last replicated
snapshot is duplicated at the recovery site and then mapped
to the ESXi host or hosts.

• At the end of the failover test workflow, these temporary
snapshots are unmapped and deleted.

Cleanup Delete existing snapshots after the Test operation. Only the
snapshots that were created by the IBM Spectrum Accelerate
Family SRA are deleted.
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Table 1. IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA operation types (continued)

Operation type Description or reference

Recovery (failover) Switch the operation to the recovery site in case of a planned
migration or an unplanned disaster (when the protected site is
unavailable), in the following manner:

1. At the recovery site, the Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA
creates snapshots of the volumes as backup. If the recovery
is part of a planned migration (as opposed to unplanned
disaster), the protected site volumes are first locked to read-
only state.

2. The Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA promotes the recovery
site volumes to Master volumes (role).

3. The Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA maps these volumes
to the ESXi host or hosts.

Reprotect Reverse the replication direction and mirroring from failed-over
devices to the primary protected devices, in the following
manner:

1. The Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA creates a fail-safe
snapshot of the previously protected volumes.

2. The Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA unmaps the volumes
at the original protected site and sets these volumes as the
mirror targets.

3. The Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA changes the role of the
previously protected volumes to Slave volumes (role).

4. The Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA activates the mirroring
and restores the replication between the two sites.

Note: Depending on the mirroring type:

• If the mirroring is asynchronous, the IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA starts the synchronization
job before the initiation of the Test, Recovery, and Reprotect operations.

• If the mirror is synchronous, the IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA only verifies that the mirroring
state is indeed synchronized before initiating the Test, Recovery, and Reprotect operations.

• For IBM HyperSwap solution, if there is no target connectivity between the peers and the recovery
storage system is in the Slave role, the IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA cannot perform failover
from the protected to recovery site.

Tip:

• To better visualize the Test, Recovery, and Reprotect operations, see “Concept diagram” on page 2.
• For more information about the snapshot aspects of Test, Recovery, and Reprotect, see “Snapshot

creation principles” on page 41.

The following figures show the typical contents of the following tabs, which are available when a specific
storage system is selected on the Array Based Replication panel:

• Summary – Displays general details regarding the selected storage system and its interoperability with
the IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA

• Manage – Displays the details of storage systems that are paired with the selected storage system. You
can enable or disable the pairing as needed. In addition, it displays the details of mirrored volumes
that are defined on the selected storage system, including information regarding the mirroring direction,
remote volume, related datastore, protection group and consistency group.
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Figure 40. Array Based Replication – Storage Replication Adapters tab

Figure 41. Array Based Replication – Array Pairs tab

For more detailed information about how to operate Site Recovery Manager and perform complete
DRP for your VMware server sites, refer to the relevant VMware vCenter Site Recovery Manager
documentation.

Snapshot creation principles
Snapshots are created when the following SRM operations are initiated: Test, Recovery, and Reprotect.

Table 2 on page 42 summarizes the snapshot creation principles per SRM operation type.
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Table 2. SRM operations and snapshot creation

VMware vCenter SRM
operation Results Snapshot name format

Test

(a site-to-site failover
test is performed)

Snapshots of the target volumes are created,
unlocked for read-write, and then mapped
and used at the recovery site.

Note: These volume snapshots are
unmapped and deleted when the Cleanup
operation is initiated after the Test operation
is concluded.

sra_test_<volume name>_<time 
stamp>

Recovery

(a site-to-site failover
is performed)

Snapshots of the target volumes are created
at the recovery site before these volumes are
opened for read-write operations.

sra_synced_<volume name>

Reprotect

(the previously
protected site
becomes the recovery
site)

Snapshots of the original source volumes are
created before these volumes can be used as
the mirroring target.

sra_synced_<volume name>

Note: When using consistency groups, the name of each consistency group replaces the volume in the
snapshot name. For more information about consistency groups, refer to the relevant IBM storage system
documentation.

To view the history log of these SRM operations, navigate to Recovery Plans > History.

Figure 42. Recovery Plans – History tab
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Chapter 6. Best practices
This chapter summarizes recommended practices when using the IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA.

Consider the following recommendations for:

• Naming convention
• Volumes in a consistency group
• Immediate log collection
• Reversing replication roles
• IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA in the IBM HyperSwap solution

Naming convention
Naming storage pools and volumes across different sites might need identical names.

To avoid confusion and to attain a 100% duplicated recovery site, give identical names to the storage
pools and volumes at both the protected and recovery sites.

Volumes in a consistency group
If the volumes of a single datastore are not grouped together, datastore consistency issues may arise.

To ensure datastore consistency in Recovery or Test operations, place all volumes of a single datastore in
one consistency group. For more information about consistency groups, refer to the relevant IBM storage
system documentation.

Immediate log collection
The SRA log information might be overwritten due to fast log filling and rotation.

To ensure that the full information is provided to IBM Support in case of a technical issue, it is
recommended to collect the SRA log immediately, as explained in “Checking the log file” on page 47.

Reversing replication roles
When mirroring is enabled, the master volume or consistency group is designated as 'primary' and the
slave volume or consistency group is designated as 'secondary'. If for any reason, the replication roles
have been reversed, the IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA may fail to identify the current replication
state properly.

If the administrator manually switches volume or consistency group role in the IBM HyperSwap solution
(using the ha_switch_roles command), the SRM presents the new state as a failover and considers
the VMs as unprotected. In this case, change the highly-available peer designation manually (using the
ha_change_designation command) to indicate that protection preference has moved to the other
side. Alternatively, switch the volume/consistency group role to its original state and allow SRM to protect
the VMs on the protected site.

To optimize host I/O performance, by preferring local vs remote connectivity, use the following XCLI
commands:

• mirror_list -x to check the current replication role designations.
• mirror_change_destination to switch the volume or consistency group replication roles.
• ha_change_designation to switch designations of the highly-available peers from primary to

secondary, and vice versa.
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For full description of the relevant XCLI commands, refer to the relevant IBM storage system
documentation.

SRM operation in the IBM HyperSwap solution
SRM support for active-active storage scenarios can be leveraged with FlashSystem A9000 and A9000R
HyperSwap.

The following sections describe SRM operation with HyperSwap in these scenarios:

• “Planned failover with SRA in an IBM HyperSwap solution” on page 44.
• “Unplanned failover with SRA in an IBM HyperSwap solution” on page 44.
• “Recovery from rolling disaster with SRA in IBM HyperSwap solution” on page 45.

Planned failover with SRA in an IBM HyperSwap solution
SRM support for planned failover is with A9000 and A9000R HyperSwap.

When the planned migration operation is initiated, SRM uses IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA to
instruct the storage systems to:

1. Switch HyperSwap volume roles from Primary to Secondary, and vice versa.
2. Switch HyperSwap volume roles designations from Primary to Secondary, and vice versa.

If the VMotion option is enabled, live VM migration between protected and recovery sites is performed
without noticeable downtime. However, for successful VMotion operation, the relevant HyperSwap
relations must be active and synchronized. Without VMotion, the VMs are shut down at protected site
and then switched on at the recovery site. In this case, a short period of downtime is expected.

Unplanned failover with SRA in an IBM HyperSwap solution
If the protected site goes offline, or its storage system becomes unavailable, you can perform an
unplanned failover.

Protected site failure
If there is protected site failure (including FlashSystem A9000 or A9000R storage system, SRM server
and vSphere ESXi hosts), the volume at the recovery site becomes preferred. After the failover, you can
initiate the SRM disaster recovery to activate VMs on the recovery site. After the protected site goes
online, the status of its storage system remains as Master unavailable, and there is no mapping between
the protected host and the recovery storage system. To re-activate site protection, initiate the SRM
reprotect procedure to:

1. Define the recovery site as protected, and vice versa.
2. Switch storage system designations from Primary to Secondary, and vice versa.

Once reprotection is completed, the sites are fully protected again.

The result is a complete failover where now the recovery site has become Primary and it is protected by
the formerly protected site. In order to fail back to the formerly protected site, use a planned failover with
migration to failover, following by a reprotect.

Protected storage system failure
If a storage system fails at the protected site, or it loses connectivity to its target and the Quorum Witness,
the volume at the recovery site becomes preferred. Due to an SRM known issue, the protected VMs
become unprotected and cannot be failed over, using SRM. However, the VMs continue to run, using
storage at the recovery site. When the protected storage system is back online, use the following manual
procedure to restore the initial protection state:

1. Verify that the protected storage became operational again.
2. Change the protected storage system role to Slave (ha_change_role command).
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3. Activate the HyperSwap relation on the recovery (Master) storage system (ha_activate command).
4. Wait for the HyperSwap relation to synchronize.
5. Switch the storage system roles (ha_switch_roles command).

Alternatively, use the following manual procedure to move VMs to the recovery site:

1. Power off the VMs on the protected site.
2. Power off the SRM server or service on the protected site.
3. Once SRM server on the protected site is down, initiate a failover to power on the VMs on the recovery

site.
4. After the failed protected storage system becomes operational again, power on the SRM server or

service if it was powered off at the protected site.
5. Run SRM failover to migrate the VMs to the recovery site.
6. Initiate SRM reprotect to define the recovery site as protected, and vice versa.

Recovery from rolling disaster with SRA in IBM HyperSwap solution
Rolling disaster is a chain of events leading to multiple failures, which in some cases may result in data
inconsistency.

For example, losing connectivity over mirroring link leads to claiming of the HyperSwap volume by the
protected storage. A subsequent failure of the protected storage itself will result in a potential data loss
if SRM failover is triggered. In order to avoid this, IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA prevents the
failover and notifies the user that manual intervention is required. To re-activate site protection, use this
procedure:

• Verify the protected storage is unavailable and isolated from all ESXi hosts at the protected and
recovery sites. This is a critical step to prevent data inconsistency.

• Establish connection to the recovery site storage system.
• Manually change roles of the recovery site volumes from secondary to primary.
• Initiate the SRM failover procedure at the recovery site.
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Chapter 7. Troubleshooting
This chapter can help you solve technical problems that you may encounter when using the IBM
Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA.

If you encounter an error, refer to the following troubleshooting sections:

• “Checking the log file” on page 47
• “Managing the status file” on page 48
• “Handling warning and error messages” on page 49

Note: For up-to-date information about known issues and possible workarounds, refer to the latest IBM
Spectrum Accelerate Family Storage Replication Adapter release notes.

Checking the log file
At each site, the events are recorded separately in a log file. The server log files can be downloaded
locally from SRM Appliance Management interface.

About this task
The IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA log file records events at the local site. When an issue is
encountered with no clarity whether the problem is at the local site or the remote site, collect a log file
both from the local site and remote site. These two log files might provide helpful information.

Note:

• Always attach the log files when a new support request is being opened. It helps the support team to
have more detailed information about the technical problem you encountered.

• Upon encountering any technical issue, try to collect the SRA log immediately or as fast as possible, as it
might be overwritten due to rapid log file filling and rotation.

Perform the following procedure to retrieve the SRA log together with other SRM logs at a particular site
(local or remote).

Procedure
1. From the SRM Appliance Management interface, go to the Summary page.

Figure 43. Downloading SRM logs
2. Click DOWNLOAD SUPPORT BUNDLE to download the logs.

Note: This operation might take several minutes to complete.
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Figure 44. Exporting SRM logs
3. After the logs are generated, click DOWNLOAD to save the server logs locally.

Figure 45. Downloading generated logs

Figure 46. Saving log file locally

Managing the status file
Instructions to manage SRA-STATUS files.

Procedure
1. Check all the previously related remote copies in the SRA-STATUS file in the SRA installation directory.
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For example, sudo docker exec -it <container id> cat /srm/sra/log/SRA-STATUS.
2. Retrieve <container id> from sudo docker ps command. The format of the SRA-STATUS file is

shown in the following example:

[Machine Serial]:

{ [Lun WWN]: [Host Port List]}

The following example shows the output from an SRA-STATUS file where the volume on storage array
was in failover status and it was originally attached to the Host.

{
"1320901":

{ "6001738C7C805C230000000000AFB8FD": [ "2100000E1EE8A5CA", "2100000E1EFD57C2", ], }
}

In this example:

• Volume: WWN Number 6001738C7C805C230000000000AFB8FD
• Storage array: Machine Serial Number 1320901
• Host: Port List 2100000E1EE8A5CA, 2100000E1EFD57C2

3. Copy the SRA-STATUS file from container by using docker cp.
For example, docker cp <container id>:/srm/sra/log/SRA-STATUS <local path>.

4. Modify the SRA-STATUS file and upload it to the container.
For example, docker cp <local path>/SRA-STATUS <container id>:/srm/sra/log/.

5. Verify the SRA-STATUS content.
For example, docker exec -it <container id> cat /srm/sra/log/SRA-STATUS.

6. If none of the entries are required, delete the SRA-STATUS file.
For example, docker exec -it <container id> rm /srm/sra/log/SRA-STATUS.

Handling warning and error messages
The following tables summarize the different possible warnings or errors you might encounter when
working with the IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA.

Table 3 on page 49 lists the warning messages, and Table 4 on page 50 lists the error messages.

Table 3. IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA warning messages

Warning code
number Warning text Recommended action

500 The replication process for this device is
already in progress.

No further action is required.

2001 No access groups were provided during
the Failover Test operation. Snapshots
were created but could not be mapped.

Check the SRA log file, request
assistance from your storage
administrator, or open a support
request.

2002 Snapshot space in the storage pool may
exceed its limit if snapshots are created
for the requested groups or devices.

Extend the snapshot size for the pool,
or delete old snapshots.

2003 Could not find hosts on the storage
system that matches the provided
initiators.

Verify that your ESX/ESXi hosts are
defined in the storage arrays.
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Table 3. IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA warning messages (continued)

Warning code
number Warning text Recommended action

2004 The mapping operation has failed. Check the SRA log file, request
assistance from your storage
administrator, or open a support
request.

Table 4. IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA error messages

Error code number Error text How to resolve

100 Command is not supported. An internal
error has occurred.

Open a support request and receive
specific guidance from the support
team. In your request, attach the
relevant log file or files.

101 Locale is not supported. An internal
error has occurred.

Change to English locale or open a
support request and receive specific
guidance from the support team.

1001 Failed to connect. Make sure that the IP address or
hostname is correct, and verify your
user credentials.

1002 Already in Test state. Check the SRA log file, request
assistance from your storage
administrator, or open a support
request.

1003 The snapshot for this storage device
was not found.

Check the SRA log file, request
assistance from your storage
administrator, or open a support
request.

1004 Removal of mapping for this device has
failed.

Check the SRA log file, request
assistance from your storage
administrator, or open a support
request.

1005 The secondary volume or consistency
group is not in consistency state.

Wait for the initialization or
synchronization to complete, and then
retry the operation.

1006 Failover operation could not be
performed for this device.

Check the SRA log file, request
assistance from your storage
administrator, or open a support
request

1007 The device could not be verified for a
failover operation.

Check the SRA log file, request
assistance from your storage
administrator, or open a support
request.

1008 The mapping removal and snapshot
deletion operations could not be
performed.

Check the SRA log file, request
assistance from your storage
administrator, or open a support
request.
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Table 4. IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA error messages (continued)

Error code number Error text How to resolve

1009 Could not find the remote mirroring
definition for the storage device.

Check the SRA log file, request
assistance from your storage
administrator, or open a support
request.

1010 The restore replication operation has
failed.

Check the SRA log file, request
assistance from your storage
administrator, or open a support
request.

1011 The reverse replication operation has
failed.

Check the SRA log file, request
assistance from your storage
administrator, or open a support
request.

1012 Could not establish an immediate
synchronization.

Check the SRA log file, request
assistance from your storage
administrator, or open a support
request.

1013 There is insufficient space allocated
in the storage pool for creating new
snapshots for this device.

Extend the storage pool, or delete old
snapshots.

1014 The operation has failed. Check the SRA log file, request
assistance from your storage
administrator, or open a support
request.

1015 SRA internal error has occurred. Open a support request and provide the
information detailed in the log file.

1016 The failover preparation operation has
failed.

Check the SRA log file, request
assistance from your storage
administrator, or open a support
request.

1017 There is no mirror connectivity between
the protected site and the recovery site.

Request assistance from your storage
administrator.

1018 Failed to create snapshot for the
storage device.

Check the SRA log file, contact
your storage administrator, or open a
support request.

1019 Already in Failover state. Check the SRA log file, request
assistance from your storage
administrator, or open a support
request.

1020 There are no target mirroring
connections for this storage device.

Make sure that the mirroring
connectivity for your recovery storage
device is properly set. For assistance,
contact your storage administrator.

1021 Unsupported storage system microcode
version has been detected.

Make sure that the microcode version
of the relevant storage system that you
are trying to connect is supported. For
more information, refer to the release
notes.
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Table 4. IBM Spectrum Accelerate Family SRA error messages (continued)

Error code number Error text How to resolve

1022 Insufficient user privileges. Make sure that the user account you are
using has the required privileges.

1023 Mirroring error: inactive mirroring. Check the SRA log file or use the Hyper-
Scale Manager UI to find the cause of
this error.
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Notices

These legal notices pertain to the information in this IBM Storage product documentation.

This information was developed for products and services offered in the US. This material may be
available from IBM in other languages. However, you may be required to own a copy of the product
or product version in that language in order to access it.

IBM may not offer the products, services, or features discussed in this document in other countries.
Consult your local IBM representative for information on the products and services currently available in
your area. Any reference to an IBM product, program, or service is not intended to state or imply that
only that IBM product, program, or service may be used. Any functionally equivalent product, program, or
service that does not infringe any IBM intellectual property right may be used instead. However, it is the
user's responsibility to evaluate and verify the operation of any non-IBM product, program, or service.

IBM may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter described in this
document. The furnishing of this document does not grant you any license to these patents. You can
send license inquiries, in writing, to:

IBM Director of Licensing
IBM Corporation
North Castle Drive, MD-NC119
Armonk, NY 10504-1785
USA

For license inquiries regarding double-byte character set (DBCS) information, contact the IBM Intellectual
Property Department in your country or send inquiries, in writing, to:

Intellectual Property Licensing
Legal and Intellectual Property Law
IBM Japan Ltd.
19-21, Nihonbashi-Hakozakicho, Chuo-ku
Tokyo 103-8510, Japan 

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION PROVIDES THIS PUBLICATION "AS IS"
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Some states do not allow disclaimer of express or implied warranties in certain
transactions, therefore, this statement may not apply to you.

This information could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors. Changes are periodically
made to the information herein; these changes will be incorporated in new editions of the publication.
IBM may make improvements and/or changes in the product(s) and/or the program(s) described in this
publication at any time without notice.

Any references in this information to non-IBM Web sites are provided for convenience only and do not in
any manner serve as an endorsement of those Web sites. The materials at those Web sites are not part of
the materials for this IBM product and use of those Web sites is at your own risk.

IBM may use or distribute any of the information you supply in any way it believes appropriate without
incurring any obligation to you.

Licensees of this program who wish to have information about it for the purpose of enabling: (i) the
exchange of information between independently created programs and other programs (including this
one) and (ii) the mutual use of the information which has been exchanged, should contact:

IBM Director of Licensing
IBM Corporation
North Castle Drive, MD-NC119
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Armonk, NY 10504-1785
USA

Such information may be available, subject to appropriate terms and conditions, including in some cases,
payment of a fee.

The licensed program described in this document and all licensed material available for it are provided by
IBM under terms of the IBM Customer Agreement, IBM International Program License Agreement or any
equivalent agreement between us.

The performance data discussed herein is presented as derived under specific operating conditions.
Actual results may vary.

Information concerning non-IBM products was obtained from the suppliers of those products, their
published announcements or other publicly available sources. IBM has not tested those products and
cannot confirm the accuracy of performance, compatibility or any other claims related to non-IBM
products. Questions on the capabilities of non-IBM products should be addressed to the suppliers of
those products.

All statements regarding IBM's future direction or intent are subject to change or withdrawal without
notice, and represent goals and objectives only.

Trademarks
IBM, the IBM logo, and ibm.com are trademarks or registered trademarks of the International Business
Machines Corp., registered in many jurisdictions worldwide. Other product and service names might be
trademarks of IBM or other companies. A current list of IBM trademarks is available on the Copyright and
trademark information website (www.ibm.com/legal/us/en/copytrade.shtml).

VMware, ESX, ESXi, vSphere, vCenter, and Site Recovery Manager are trademarks or registered
trademarks of VMware Corporation in the United States, other countries, or both.

Other product and service names might be trademarks of IBM or other companies.
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